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It is definitely impossible for Zara to instruct…”

“In this way, the whole thing seems to be
different from what I thought before.

This mysterious master shouldn’t act
completely based on Zara’s likes and dislikes.

He should act based on his own likes and
dislikes…”

“Since he is based on his own likes and dislikes
as the criterion,

he must target the Banks Family and Zayne and
his second child because of his own reasons…”

“The question comes again, when did my Banks
family offend him?”

Lord Banks was almost mentally ill, and couldn’t
figure out what was wrong behind it.

Now he only feels that the whole person is
extremely insecure.

After all, the opponent is an existence that can
kill several top ninjas with his own hands.



If they really come to the door, the Banks
Family’s current defensive ability is afraid that
it will not be able to withstand it at all!

Thinking of this, he quickly called Bank’s Butler.

As soon as the phone was connected, he
blurted out and asked: , where are you?!”

Bank’s Butler’s environment was a bit noisy,

and the helicopter engine roared loudly. Bank’s
Butler shouted:

“Master! I’m going to Mocheng. There are still
about 100 kilometers away,

and I can arrive in half an hour!”

Lord Banks hurriedly said: “Anshun, please
remember it .

In any case, I must invite the Elms family to me.

Even if it doubles on the basis of 2 billion,

I will not hesitate to let them go as fast as
possible.

Within a period of time, my family moved to
Southaven!”



Bank’s Butler was shocked: “Master, is there
something wrong?”

Lord Banks blurted out: “Don’t ask so much,
remember what I said,

it’s best to let them leave early tomorrow
morning, and then

I will dispatch a big plane to pick them up!”

“Okay!” Bank’s Butler felt that the situation
seemed a bit urgent, and quickly replied: “Then
I will try to convince Lord Elms (Wilfred)
tonight!”

…

After half an hour.

The tranquility of Mocheng in the middle of the
night was broken by a low-altitude, fast-flying
helicopter.

The helicopter whizzed past and headed
straight to the He’s compound.

At this time, Lord Elms (Wilfred) was wearing a
thin coat, standing in the

courtyard waiting.



Bank’s Butler called him before getting off the
plane and transferring to the helicopter.

Originally, Lord Elms (Wilfred) didn’t want to
see the Banks family at all,

even if it was just the housekeeper of the Banks
family, he didn’t want to see it.

However, Bank’s Butler said that he was sent by
Elder Banks,

and he did not look at the face of the monk to
see the face of the Buddha.

Lord Elms (Wilfred) felt a little unsure.

He knew very well in his heart that although the
Elms family was a martial arts family and was
naturally good at fighting and killing,

it was really nothing in front of a big family like
the Banks family.

Since ancient times, martial arts masters have
always served the rich.

Except for the fledgling stunners, who dares to
provoke the rich?

Especially a martial arts family like the Elms
family,



who has hundreds of years of foundation, dare
not offend the rich and powerful, otherwise if
you
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